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If the Hades' supreme Illusionary SpiritMasters were really allowed to set foot on earth, then Chen
Beixuan and the others would not need to mix.

As soon as Lin Hao and the others had left, Zi Yu and twenty-eight other powerful
Judges of the late eighth rank descended directly on the source of the Weak Water River!

Seeing the situation before them, all the Judges completely exploded!

The Yin Qi around them collapsed and was dissipating and diluting at a terrifying

rate, and the Sacred Water River was also without the infusion of weak water, and the river began
to change, not to mention its deafening roar.

The passage they had been travelling through to and from the river had even
disappeared, and the pool of green water from the River Styx was gone!

There were three blue-belted Judges and five green-belted Judges lying neatly on
the shore, these eight were the guards guarding this place, these eight, all killed in one blow by a

sneak attack, the extreme sword intent, even a fool could feel that this was Lin Hao's doing!

The spatial ripples around them were so strong that they hadn't even dissipated
yet.



"Lin Hao, you son of a bitch, playing with me! On one hand you say you want to

fight us in the ring, and on the other you sneak up on us! Bastard, yakuza don't speak of martial
virtue!" Zi Yu roared with fierce rage, no more passageways meant no way back, it was either
fight Lin Hao to the death or cower in their lair and wait, until the underworld came to earth!

But if they failed to complete their mission, they would not be able to let the

Underworld descend on earth. Chen Beixuan's side was clearly able to hold more than 80% of the

Underworld's power in check.

Now, because of the return of the God of Killing, the Hades side even had to pull
out 90% of its power to maintain the balance and consume each other.

Although the Hades side had the advantage, they could not win, otherwise why
would they have been sent out at such a huge cost?

After they came out, their original dharmas also paid a huge price, and although

their original dharmas were in the Underworld, they could no longer participate in the

Underworld's battles, otherwise their earthly dharmas would also suffer a backlash and thus

collapse completely.

"Lord Purple Jade ...... This doesn't seem to be a violation of the rules, does it?
They did agree to fight us in the ring yes, but they didn't say they couldn't sneak up on us when
they were able to." Another purple belt judge whispered.



They were also Purple Belt Judges, but there was still a big gap between each
other, equal realms, and the size of an equal Judge's status was defined by battle power, and
battle results.

Obviously, among this group of Judges, Purple Jade's position was more obvious
and dominant.

"What nonsense is being said! Doesn't Lao Tzu know that? Go back! Lead all the
Judges and press straight into Wu Ge City, I want to see if he can still spare his hands to play this
kind of sneaky game with a large army pressing down on him." Zi Yu roared back, and again,
everyone understood the reasoning, but was it time for him, Zi Yu, to want to hear this?

He was worried that no one was going to scold him and let off some steam!

The crowd stopped talking at Zi Yu's words, because Zi Yu was right, now they

had no way back, and there would be no more reinforcements, all they had to do was let go!

Whether they controlled Lin Hao and let him open the passage back up, or ? Zero

Serving Grasshopper Shanxi Shan closed? killing Lin Hao and bringing the Underworld back to

life, then their current dilemma was not a dilemma at all.

As the crowd returned to the Lair Ghost City, all the Judges were given the news
that there would be no more additions to their ranks, not to mention no way back!



Either they would be completely destroyed, or they would fight Lin Hao to the

death and finish him off!

For the only way to take out Lin Hao and have the Underworld descend, then only
could the Underworld gain a firm foothold on earth.

Although those two ecclesiastical orders in the West, they likewise wanted Lin

Hao to die, but after Lin Hao's death, they were likewise enemies.

These sects were relying on the living to achieve godhood, not the divine souls of
the dead, and just like black and white, they would always be enemies.

Although theWestern Church, with their ugly faces and self-proclaimed greatness,
actually did some dirty things, and the reason why they were fighting against the Hades was

purely for their own benefit, thus fooling the uninformed public.
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Now there was only one condition left for them, and that was, to block Wu Ge City and exhaust

Lin Hao at all costs!

All the Judges knew that they had no way out, so what was there to hesitate about,
kill him and finish him off!



All the Judges of the Old Nest poured out, a dark mass, like a cloud passing over
the city. Such a great commotion naturally attracted the attention of the Western European Church

and the Angelic Church, and they soon received the news.

Moreover, the reinforcements sent to them by the two Patriarchs had already

arrived, a total of seven early eighth rank deities, and counting the three from before, there were a
total of ten eighth rank deities, all of whom had come in their own right, including Saints!

This time the Angelic Order was still led by a female angel, Alice, teetering on the
brink of breaking through to the middle eighth rank, and the Western European Order had

temporarily appointed Siennes as the Western European Order's outgoing commander.

Alice found Siennes: "What's with all the commotion as soon as we arrived, those
hellish demons are fuming?"

"Yes, Lin Hao has made a fool of himself by blocking their reinforcement

channels and retreat routes, these demons will be damned if they don't get mad. Siennes had a

cold smile on his face.

They were racking their brains to think of how to deal with Lin Hao, now it was

good, Lin Hao he made his own death, next they could take care of it however they wanted to ah.

"Oh, there's still someone under this heaven who likes to die so much?" Alice's
tone was mocking, but she couldn't help but frown.



Although she didn't understand why Lin Hao did that? Ai Yi Di flicking Xi Shan

Shan cover? The fact that Lin Hao is doing this is unusual.

"How? We also participate in a foot, although we and the Chinese Underworld is

also incompatible, but now Lin Hao is still alive, our interests and goals are still exactly the same,
when we can destroy him together." They were actually a very strong force with ten eighth-class
deities here, so there was no need to panic.

He would love to beat up the dogs and fall into the well.

But Alice shook her head no, "We can get together, but we must not come within
a hundred miles of Wu Ge City.

"A trap? You really think too highly of Lin Hao, the three of them aren't even
eighth grade deities, they're just a few seventh grade Illusionary Spirit Masters, just the three of
them still want to directly trap and kill hundreds of Hades powerhouses?" Siennes, however, did
not care about this, thinking that it was simply impossible, even if they dared, they still had to see
if they had the ability to do so, didn't they?

Alice's brow was furrowed, especially at the arrogance of Siennes, who was so
arrogant and arrogant that she was not happy about it: how could the godfather have sent himself

to meet with such a stupid pig?

"That's right, you guys think too highly of me, how could we ever pull off such a

big trap, right?"



It was at this moment that Lin Hao's voice rang out like a stern ghost in the ears of
the group ......

The moment Lin Hao's voice resounded in the two church premises, dozens of
strong men rushed up to the sky: "Alert, it's Lin Hao!"

"Prevent enemy attacks, be on guard!"

A dozen of strong Western European Papists holding cross holy swords and
dressed in silver armour stood at attention.

The angels of the Angelic Order rose up with their wings fluttering gently,
remaining suspended in the air, the angelic swords in their hands snorting with blazing flames,
their bodies automatically covered with a layer of armour of various colours, in a manner of being
ready for battle at any moment.

Click!

The void above was torn open, and Lin Hao, Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling burst out of

the void.

The moment they saw Lin Hao come out, all of them were ready to attack at the

first opportunity, and there were even a few female angels who had already started to build up

their energy, the flames of their angel swords surging and their blades slowly starting to turn

crimson.
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"Prepare the killing move immediately, once it's done, finish him off without hesitation, don't
give the other party the chance to make more moves." Cienus stared sharply at Lin Hao, and his

tone was even more murderous.

How did Annya die, Siennes knew better than anyone else, that stupid woman,
beating down the door? Zero er yi yi grill yi xi yi? The woman's voice was clearer than anyone
else's, and the woman who hit the door, zero er yi yi yi xi yi?

"I'm not here to get you guys in trouble, what's the point of being so nervous?" Lin
Hao looked at them helplessly, each one of them was no less powerful than the three of them, why
were they all as scared of them as tigers, to what extent?

Lin Ruoshi stretched out her childish little hand and snapped her fingers, the space
around her quickly collapsed and countless spatial turbulence gathered over.

"Oh, handsome Lin said again that he wasn't here for trouble, so what is this move
doing now?" Alice smiled charmingly and movingly, and even talked to Lin Hao in

incomparably fluent Chinese.

The pink six wings behind her back gently danced as Alice dashed to Lin Hao,
her gaze flirtatiously and seductively looking at him.



"I really didn't come to look for trouble, it's because you guys made such a big
show as soon as we arrived, I was so scared that my hands shook ......" Lin Hao also laughed and
bullshitted.

"Sorry, look at what scared handsome Lin." Alice still put on a flirtatious look,
wriggling that surplus waist, the towering peaks even more trembling, Alice turned back and

chided, "What are all frozen for? Is it not our way of treating visitors with weapons?"

While the others were still dumbfounded, Alice moved even closer to Lin Hao,
smoothly trying to put her boneless jade hand on Lin Hao's shoulder: "Handsome Lin, since
you're here, why don't you come with me into the residence and have a good chat about life ......
uh... . handsome brother Lin, you're making a bit of a fuss, aren't you?"

Alice's hand had not yet rested on Lin Hao's shoulder, but her whole body
suddenly froze, and the blade of Lin Hao's Heavenly Sin Sword was already at the door of Alice's
heart.

Beauty is like a snake and scorpion, how could Lin Hao not understand this?

Besides, we are all thousand year old foxes, what kind of chatting game are you

playing with me here!

The other party wanted to sneak up on him, why wouldn't he want to sneak up on
someone else?



"Let go of our Alice War God, or you won't get out of here!" All the angels of the
Angelic Order went on a rampage, one by one the male angels fought forward to protect their

goddess, while those few female angels were even extremely fast in building up the power of the

Angelic Judgement.

Although Saints didn't say anything, they were all ready to take action at any time,
they didn't care about Alice's death, since Lin Hao had not only provoked those Judges of the

Underworld, but also delivered to them at this time, what else could they be polite to each other?

"How do you want to chat? Is it a ground-shaking chat, or an upside-down chat?"
Lin Hao spoke indifferently.

However, Alice's eyes lit up, "Ah, handsome Lin has quite a few ways to play?"

Alice charmed Lin Hao with her silky eyes and gave him an enchanting and
flirtatious wink, "I have all the positions you want."

"Really?" Lin Hao raised his eyebrows.

Alice hurriedly nodded her head, "Yes oh."

Boom!



However, the two seemed to be chatting incomparably ambiguously, even as
Alice's entire body was about to hang onto Lin Hao, but the next moment, a shocking boom
suddenly erupted from the location between them.

An incomparably hot wave of Qi blasted away.

Lin Hao was directly impacted and spat blood backwards.

Poof!

Alice's situation was no better, her arrogant peaks were blown apart, Alice burst
back with injuries, her gaze cold and stern as she stared at Lin Hao, although the corners of her
mouth were crimson adding a bit of bloodthirsty charm to her: "Is handsome Lin so unpitying?"

Lin Hao sneered, hetui~!

After spitting out a mouthful of blood, he looked at Alice: "Beauty is like a snake
and scorpion, the more beautiful a woman is, the more poisonous she is, do you really think this
tactic can make me fall for it?"
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Both sides struck each other hard and each side was damaged, and Alice's injury was obviously
that much more serious than Lin Hao's.



"Dad, are you alright." Lin Ruoshi and Lei Ling worriedly rushed forward and held
Lin Hao up.

Lin Hao's hand holding the sword was still trembling, the other party's Angelic
Judgement had obviously not yet reached the end of its energy storage, otherwise Lin Hao might
have really been able to carry it this time.

Since the words had already been said, there was no need to be silly.

"Do it!" Alice and Sinese spoke almost simultaneously.

A silver cross of sword light sped towards Lin Hao and the others.

"Angelic Judgement!"

A fiery sunburst of light erupted from the female angel's holy sword, a piercing
light that was enough to eclipse all light! ~

"Angel Sword Formation, Seal!" Several male angels rose up into the sky, a sword
light fell, the dense sword light directly sealed the entire area around Lin Hao in it, three eighth
level realms with five seventh level peak male angels set up the sword formation, even Lin Ruoshi
couldn't forcefully tear through the void to leave.



Alice snorted coldly, "Since you don't know how to enjoy yourself, and you've
wasted the opportunity to die under the peony flower, then, die for me!"

Alice also threw out a blazing hot sword blade that slammed into Lin Hao, and
wherever it hit, huge cracks opened up in the earth, and blazing flames erupted from the cracks!

"Hetui~! You're worthy of being called a peony flower? You'd better take a look

in the mirror, bye bye you." Lin Hao responded with mockery.

Alice Xiu Mei frowned: "Want to leave? Dream on!"

Boom!

Several eighth-ranked deities combined with a dozen seventh-ranked
powerhouses to attack in one place, and the terrifying power naturally spoke for itself!

The terrifying power swept out, and even a few seventh-ranked strongmen were

lifted off the ground.

But Alice was confused: "That bastard, he got away!"



That's right, Lin Hao and the others had gotten away!

Alice saw with her own eyes that everyone's attacks had fallen on Lin Hao and the

others, but they didn't dodge or evade, and they didn't even make any counter-attack, directly
letting their attacks blast them into nothingness!

That meant that they had been tricked!

"Eat my mother's tofu, just you wait! ~"Alice's face was as gloomy as water, and
Cienus beside her was frozen, dead, dead? Lin Hao and the others had just died?

But immediately afterwards, as if reacting, he instantly shared the same gloomy

face as Alice.

They had been punked!

"What, how did they die so easily?" The others had not yet reacted and were also
incomparably dismayed that Lin Hao, who had caused countless forces headaches and turned the

world's landscape upside down, had just, simply died?

This doesn't seem real at all ......



"Die, my ass!" Siennes was so angry that he threw a slap at him, "That was just a
projection that was even worse than a Dharma body!"

Siennes was furious enough that they had all been tricked, and tricked plainly.

Seventh grade Illusionary Spirit Masters were not yet able to condense a Dharma
body, only a slightly inferior projection, but just now three projections had deflected all of them,
especially the sword fight with Alice, leaving no one in any doubt!

In fact, Lin Hao had planned it for a long time, the projections contained the

ultimate sword power that Lin Hao had refined and gathered over the days, a sword power that

could injure even an eighth-ranked deity himself!

"No matter what, kill them!" Siennes was equally furious at being tricked by Lin

Hao, how could he stand it when a seventh-ranked Illusionary Spirit Master had tricked them as

deities over and over again?

They sort of understood why all of those Hades Judges had collectively stormed
off, on? The gods were so angry that they could not stand it. This guy's methods of infuriating
people were endless, so it would be a ghost if he didn't storm out!

"Huh." Alice sneered, looked around the void space that dense spatial turbulence,
directly turned around and went back to the residence.



What the hell is the point of going out, their area is already separated from the

present world, there's no way to get out, what the hell is there to get out!
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They were able to flow through the void space, but could not break free from this dense spatial

turbulence, it was clear that the other side had no intention of letting them participate, not even
giving them the opportunity to watch the battle.

The reactive Saints are also incomparably distressed,Mudd, forgot about this, this
void deity also? It's too disgusting, isn't it? It's too disgusting to be able to disgust you even
though you can't be defeated!

"Hahahaha, this group of stupid pigs, just now they almost blew up that side of

space in order to exterminate our projection." At this moment, Lin Hao and the others had long

since returned toWuge City, and now that he thought about it, Lin Hao couldn't help but laugh out
loud. Alice's side was still struggling, not knowing how to break the bonds of the residency, and
on this side, Lin Hao had already returned to Wuge City, it was simply hilarious as hell, the other
side didn't have any chance to escape.

Unless they all put up a fight to stand out with serious injuries, but even then, their
combat power would rapidly plummet, which would not formmuch of a fighting force and would

not be much of a threat to Lin Hao.

"Little Shi, how do you feel?" Lin Hao picked Lin Ruoshi up, feeling that Lin
Ruoshi had grown a lot more, and felt much heavier to hold.



However, after several times of manipulating the power of emptiness on a large
scale, Lin Ruoshi was now extremely weak and in a somewhat bad condition.

Lin Hao found out that Lin Ruoshi's realm had plummeted, from seventh level

Illusion Spirit Master to the peak of fifth level.

If he had a choice, Lin Hao would not have been willing to do so, but the
important thing was that he had no choice.

If he didn't get this done, then the situation would be very bad, after all, the
number of Judges in the Underworld was constantly increasing, and the Western European

Church and the Angelic Church were also restless, so with his personal power, it would be really

hard to resist.

Lin Ruoshi smiled brightly and shook her head gently, "I'm fine, don't worry dad,
I'll be back soon after the realm falls, it's okay."

Lin Hao stroked Lin Ruoshi's little head, "You've worked hard, what do you want
to eat, daddy will make it for you."

As for those Judges, although they would come over, it didn't matter, this side of
the void space encompassed the entire Wuge City, the other side would be afraid of them and

wouldn't dare to act rashly.

The three of them ate and drank in the centre of Wuge City.



They suddenly sensed that their men had lost contact with each other in an instant,
but after sensing this, they found that their men had not died, but had been cut off.

Who had imprisoned them in a realm that even they could not sense?

Not only them, but also those Judges in the Underworld had lost contact with their
own Dharma bodies, and they were suddenly blinded to what was going on on earth, not knowing
anything.

"Bodhisattva King of the Earth, we, we have lost contact with the earth, but those
Judges obviously felt that it was not their Dharma bodies that had been destroyed, but that they
had been isolated, and at the same time we received reports that an inexplicable silent dead

domain had appeared at the end of the River Styx, bordering the earth, which did not belong to

the space of the Underworld, much less to the territory of the earth." The Wheel King hurriedly

informed the Earthly King of this news.

"Amitabha Buddha." Jizo folded his hands, the top of his head bare and glowing

with golden light, and with that robe, he looked incomparably holy.

"That is the first field of the Man of Heaven's Destiny, the Silent Death Field, there
is no need to send any more troops towards earth, find another way out, that section of the path has
been moved to the endless void by the other side, even if they break through the Death Field,
there will be other crises waiting for them, or they may even get lost directly in the endless void."
The Earth Store King spoke indifferently, still looking as if he had everything under control.



Seeing this, Turning WheelWan was also relieved, since even the Earth Store King
was not in a hurry, why should he be in a hurry?
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"Bodhisattva, then let's send more troops to the end of the River Styx to find a way out, perhaps
there is something we need in the Endless Sea of Blood, only that drop of the essence blood of the
Elder of the River Styx is, I'm afraid, our biggest obstacle." The Reincarnation King was quite
worried, worried about Chen Lao Er who had been completely assimilated by the Sea of Blood.

That area was almost under his control, and while Shen Xiyan was able to suppress
him, others might not be able to do so; in the Sea of Blood, he was an immortal existence, unless
one of the Ten Hierarchies of Hell personally came out to suppress him.

"There is no need to worry about anything else, go ahead and do it without worry."
After finishing his sentence, Jizo folded his hands behind his back and slowly closed his eyes to

sit on the futon, entering the state of an old monk in meditation.

Turning Wheel Wan bent his head respectfully and slowly retreated.

The Wheel King grounded the decree to suspend the deployment of additional
manpower to the earth, and sent some of the Judges to the upper reaches of the River Styx, to the
end of the River Styx, in the middle of the Sea of Blood to find a way out, and this time, all of
them were Judges themselves, after all, this belongs to the Underworld realm, these Judges
themselves? The judges are not bound by any restrictions or influences. And are not subject to

any restraint or influence.



"Hahahaha, this kid is too ruthless, I didn't expect this guy to be so damaging."
Chen Bei Xuan was laughing so hard, just soothing.

All the things Lin Hao had done on earth were already known to Chen Bei Xuan.

When the others learned about it, they also cursed Lin Hao for being so

underhanded, but they couldn't help but add at the end, "Well done!

Chen Beixuan even looked at Chen Beixuan: "Can that kid be as damaging as

you?"

Chen Bei Xuan shrugged his shoulders and expressed his laziness to retort, but at
the same time, he was also very curious about one thing, that is, whether to destroy all the
manpower of these two sects next, even if it was a split, it could weaken the combat power of

these two sects, moreover, it would make them fearful and not dare to do anything easily.

This proposal was unanimously opposed by the crowd. With these doppelgangers

around, the other people would not care, and the two sect masters would definitely have to be

afraid to go too far.

When an existence like theirs is reached, the impact of the loss of a Dharma body
is incomparably huge, and they do not dare to gamble easily, so it is only by keeping it that they
can maximise their benefits.

Ow!



A red-coloured pale dragon descended from the sky, and along with the

thousand-metre pale dragon fell the colourful peach petals in the sky.

Shen Xiyan, who had a long blood-coloured crimson dress and was as valiant as

a female general in the sands, jumped down from the dragon's head: "Seniors, I have just sensed
that the centre of gravity of the Underworld has begun to shift towards the Blood Sea."

Shen Xiyan had been in the Blood Sea for such a long time, and to be honest, apart
from Chen Lao Er, the only one who was most familiar with the situation in the Blood Sea was

Shen Xiyan.

She had already sensed that in the past few days, the Underworld had sent a large

number of Judges towards the end of the River Styx several times, and so far, more than a third
of all Judges had been sent out, amounting to more than a thousand Judges.

Even if Chen Lao Er was invincible and immortal in the Sea of Blood, he would
still be suppressed by these Judges and would not be able to lift his head up.

Just like Shen Xiyan at that time, who kept killing his doppelgangers, even though
he was able to keep coalescing, he would still enter a continuous period of weakness without rest.

"You have your husband to thank for that." Chen Bei Xuan flirted with a smile,
causing Shen Xiyan's pretty face to flush, the valiant female general's diaspora was shy, it was
also a pleasing sight, wasn't it?



"Well, since they started shifting their focus, then we also started shifting, it's
rather good to thank that kid Lin Hao for using such a damaging move to advance all our plans by
quite a bit." Chen Bei Xuan looked at Shen Xiyan with a smile, "It's your turn to step up."

"Good, I know what to do." Shen Xiyan leapt up and landed firmly on the Red

Dragon's head, Shen Xiyan gently patted the Red Dragon's horns, and the Red Dragon rose up

with an owl, carrying Shen Xiyan towards the depths of the Sea of Blood at a gallop.

"I feel that the curtain is about to come down, thousands of years of calculating
and planning, is it finally the most crucial moment." Chen Bei Xuan sighed.
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On the contrary, Lin Cangdou looked at Chen Beixuan with incomparable glee, "Just that kid's
character, if he knew the truth, he would definitely hammer you to death, believe it or not?"

"Hammer, why hammer me to death, it has nothing to do with me." Chen Bei
Xuan said with a stiff neck, but he was a bit vain, "Old man Lin, don't stand there and talk, he is
a member of your Lin family, if this kid knows the truth and really wants to hammer me to death,
I don't care, you have to help me stop it, otherwise I won't be done with you."

"None of my business, that's all the mess you left behind." With a black face, Lin
Cang Dou quickly turned around and left.

The scene returned to Wuge City's side.



Close to seven hundred Judges, gathered outside Wu Ge City's void space, had
been screaming and cursing for days one after another, just to get Lin Hao to come out and fight

them.

As for a life-and-death contest in the void ring, none of them had agreed to it,
after being shaded once by Lin Hao, they wouldn't dare to suffer a second time, that was a ring
made up of spatial turbulence, that was Lin Hao's true home turf.

Besides, if Lin Hao didn't have real strength, would he dare three people to

challenge the 700 or so of them? Moreover, pulling out a random one, the realm was higher than

the three of them.

Therefore, these Judges were truly cowed, hundreds of them surrounded and beat

up three people, and they didn't even dare to set half a step directly into Wu Ge City's territory.

But after these days of recovery, it did allow Lin Ruoshi to take the opportunity to

recover a lot of her realm, rising back up from the peak of the fifth rank to the middle level of the

sixth rank, and her combat power had recovered a lot.

In the past few days, Lin Hao and the others should have eaten and drank, eaten
and drank enough to be able to spar with these Judges, and it was impossible not to dislike them
back.

Lin Hao gave them a show of what it means to be a real tongue fighter, but these
people were so angry that they didn't dare to act rashly, you say this thing gave a scene.



Lin Hao and the three of them, on the other hand, were holding their laughter in
their hearts and going crazy.

"Dad, do you think they are stupid, they have cultivated for such a long time for

nothing, the stronger they are, the less courageous they are." Lin Ruoshi couldn't even help but spit
at these Judges.

Lei Ling laughed, "Actually, this is very understandable, the stronger they are, the
more they are afraid of death, because the stronger they are, the more they fear for their lives, the
so-called bare feet are not afraid of those who wear shoes is like this, the more people who have
nothing, the more they dare to throw their lives away without any repercussions."

Lin Hao very much agreed with this, people who have nothing at all are not afraid
of losing, and have more worries, instead they have more, fearful, afraid of this and that, they
have already lost in mentality.

"Damn it, we can't go on like this, with the Yin and Yang passages blocked and

our Dharma bodies on earth, our realm will keep falling, we can't just sit around and wait for

death." After several days of stalemate, Zi Yu finally couldn't hold back, and the stronger the

person was the more obvious the feeling was.

Their realms were falling, and this was the knock-on effect of breaking the link
between Yin and Yang!

"Magistrate Purple Jade, speak, we will all listen to you."



Dozens of purple-belted Judges looked towards Zi Yu, who was now the real one

among the earthly Judges? dyed earth grasping Shanzha Wu Yi zero? The leader, no one has any
idea how to break the situation, the only way is to look at Zi Yu.

The first time I saw this, I was able to get to the top of the list, and I was able to

get to the bottom of the list.

Lin Hao saw this and raised his eyebrows, finally couldn't resist?

Unfortunately, now that Lin Ruoshi had recovered to the peak of the sixth rank,
even if they were to all attack, Lin Hao would not panic in the slightest, Lin Hao was completely
confident that he would be able to kill them all in one go.

But in order to prevent Lin Ruoshi from becoming too deflated and plummeting in
realm again like last time, Lin Hao only continued to delay with them.

The main thing was, now that the Western European Church and the Angelic

Church hadn't moved much for the time being, then there was no need to rush to bother with them,
just don't give him any trouble.

"Lin Hao! Do you dare to fight us to the death! We will fight to the death in the

ring, regardless of victory or defeat! However, we can't use the ring you have built, nor the one
we have built, but the area at the edge of this Wuge City as the battle location." Zi Yu was
extremely thoughtful, and no matter what, they just wouldn't set foot in that void space.
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After all, even he didn't dare to tear himself away from that void turbulence, and Violet Jade was
even more sensitive to the fact that this might be Lin Hao's plan, and the reason why he had

forced them to this place by all means was to create a trap for them.

In Violet Jade's opinion, that void ring, the entire territory of Wu Ge City, which
was wrapped in the void, was the biggest trap set by the other side!

"How? Even if you guys can't fight, you can still hide in Wu Ge City, you don't
have a problem with that, right?" Zi Yu even threw out a generous offer, whether they won or lost,
Lin Hao's side had the right to admit defeat and retreat, after all, if they really entered Wu Ge City,
they wouldn't dare to chase after them, right?

This was not about winning or losing in terms of the number of matches, but
whoever won more in the end was the real winner, so a few defeats would not affect Lin Hao at all.

"Fine, since you guys are so afraid of death, we'll play with you." Lin Hao agreed
very quickly.

This was completely unexpected from Zi Yu, damn it, did it mean that the trap

might not be inside Wuge City?



And what do you mean by that? Who was afraid of death? Who are you insulting?
Who are you looking down on!

"Alright, on that note, you guys send your players out to fight." Zi Yu returned with
a gloomy face and looked at a Green Belt Magistrate, "This time you will go out and test the

depths, whether they live or die, they will not be allowed to escape back into the territory of Wu

Ge City, not even if they blow themselves up, do you understand?"

The green-beltMagistrate who was shouted at by Zi Yu had a complicated look on

his face, all three of Lin Hao were extremely tricky existences, especially Lin Hao and his

daughter Lin Ruoshi, powerful existences that could completely take on an eighth grade deity.

He was only an early eighth-ranked judge, and it would be good enough for him

to be able to explode into a seventh-ranked pinnacle of his own fighting power.

The only ones who can really decide the ultimate victory or defeat of the battle are
the blue belts and self-belted Judges!

"What's wrong? You have a problem with that?" Zi Yu's gaze was fixed, staring
deadly at the blue-belt Magistrate.

"I respectfully obey Lord Ziyu's command." The Green BeltMagistrate walked out

in tears and spoke with an incomparably weak heart, "Who will fight with me ......"

Puff!



When Lei Ling saw the other party's wimpy look, he directly burst out laughing,
not so wimpy ah, look at his look, as if he was going to the guillotine.

Lin Hao and Lin Ruoshi were likewise unable to hold back their laughter.

Only the Judges camp, one by one, was how crouching, but below the blue belt

Judges, all of them were helpless with the death of a rabbit and a fox, they knew very well that it

was not the fault of that Judges, if they were on instead, they would not be any better.

"Brother, let me do it, I'm just full and moving around." Lei Ling wriggled all over,
bones crackling around his body.

Swish!

Lei Ling turned into an arc of lightning and broke through the void to arrive
outside Wu Ge City, silver lightning flickering around his body, Lei Ling stood proudly on top of
the void outside Wu Ge City.

Having reached the rank seven Illusionary Spirit Master realm, Lei Ling could
already maintain her air travel.



She relies on purely physical strength, supplemented by the power of thunder to

increase her combat power. Therefore, while others at the fourth level can just walk through the air,
she has to reach the seventh level before she can fight through the air.

Hoo!

After seeing that it was the Thunder Spirit, the Green Belt Judge who was out
fighting could not help but breathe a sigh of relief, fortunately, fortunately it was the Thunder
Spirit.

Although he could not hurt the Thunder Spirit, he would die if he was touched by

the Thunder Spirit, but comparatively speaking, it was much better than Lin Hao and his father

and daughter.

Without the slightest hesitation, the Green Belt Judge violently threw out the Book

of Life and Death in his left hand and shouted: "? Shade closed Shan Pao Dye Ai Di? Seal!"

The black as ink Book of Life and Death flipped open and surged dozens of feet
into the wind, emitting a greenish arcane light that instantly sealed off an area of dozens of feet

around the Thunder Spirit!

The Magistrate's Field!

Lei Ling's brows knitted slightly, her movement was indeed affected to a certain

extent.



The Green Belt Judge did not give Lei Ling a chance to react, as the Judge's Brush
waved one after another!
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Sealed and fixed!

Each stroke carries its own divine rhythm, and the words conceal an intimidating
murderous intent between the lines. The strokes are like a convergence of sharp blades and
swords, and a large character made of blades and swords is coming straight at Lei Ling.

Zhen! ~

The green light of the Book of Life and Death spread out, and the confinement of
the Thunder Spirit became even stronger, while the Judge of the Green Belt wielded the huge

brush in his hand without any pause, moving like clouds and flowing water in a single breath, the
attack was complicated and fierce.

The corners of Lei Ling's mouth rose slightly as the thunderclaps around his body
clicked, and the confinement was split open at once, lightning is the most rigid and masculine

attack on earth, and has a tremendous knowable effect on the strongest of the Underworld itself.

The thunder spirit's body turned into a streak of shadow, directly facing the

Judge's attack, the surrounding tens of feet were all streaks of the thunder spirit, making it
difficult to tell which was the real thunder spirit.



The speed of the Thunder Spirits was too fast!

The ground felt like it had been turned over several times, and the hills and trees

hundreds of metres away were all blown to pieces by the energy that had escaped.

No one was able to catch Lei Ling's shadow, but it was obvious that Lei Ling
seemed to be resisting the Green Belt Judge's attack, as the blades and swords were all

disintegrated, and the sound of the clash of gold and gorillas was deafening.

Beads of sweat were forming on the forehead of the Green Belt Judge and slipping
down.

The pressure on the Thunder Spirit was enormous, and what was even more

painful for him was that all his attacks seemed to be on the Thunder Spirit's shadow, not even
touching the Thunder Spirit's real body.

But this was the case, and his attacks were constantly being dismantled, it felt like
the painful feeling of a fist smashing into cotton, it was useless!

"Can you fight me head on or not! Is it fun to dodge around like a mudskipper?"
The Green Belt Judge shouted angrily with a twisted face.



If he continued like this, he would be consumed to death, unless he could
withdraw from the ring and admit defeat.

If he dared to admit defeat, he might be slapped to death by Zi Yu without even

exiting the battle area.

Clap!

As Judge Green Belt's voice fell, all of his blade and sword attacks collapsed in

an instant, turning into a sky of light that faded into the void, and Lei Ling's figure slowly
appeared in its original position, and it was as if Lei Ling had never moved a bit, except for his
expression, and not even his posture had changed.

Lei Ling's face was unhappy: "It's so boring, if my brother hadn't said that I

shouldn't keep fighting my enemies like a one-punch superwoman, do you think you would have
had the chance to say such bullshit? What were you thinking."

Judge Green Belt: (#-) Cut the fucking crap and fight me head on! Go on, take
me head on!

Sa!

The thunderous aura around Lei Ling instantly stormed away, and in the blink of

an eye, Lei Ling's figure directly dissipated.



The Green Belt Judge instantly felt a life-and-death crisis and prepared to dodge

with a frightened look on his face, but unfortunately, he was too late!

With a loud bang, the thunderous aura around the Green Belt Magistrate exploded,
countless silver blinding lightning rays exploded from his body, the Green Belt Magistrate didn't
even have a chance to react, he was directly destroyed!

This was the body of an early eighth-ranked Magistrate, and even if it was weak,
it was still capable of playing the role of a peak seventh-ranked Illusionary Spirit Master.

The figure of the Thunder Spirit slowly appeared behind the Green Belt Magistrate,
still surrounded by thunder, like a female version of the Thunder God descending from the sky.

The Purple Jade Magistrate's brows were locked.

Brush brush brush!

Three Green Belt Judges a Blue Belt Judges suddenly rushed out, heading straight
for Lei Ling, they had never intended to shock the match from the beginning, they were
completely adhering to the idea that it was better to take out one if you could.

"Heh heh." Lei Ling couldn't help but sneer at this, they guys still wanted to leave
themselves behind?



Ka-ching!

An arm-thick intimidating thunderbolt appeared out of thin air, without exception
all of them struck at these few attackers? The thunderbolts, without exception, struck the Judges
who were attacking. The Judges who came over were all struck.
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"Ow~! Crap, that hurts!"

"She fouled, Lord Ziyu she fouled!"

Those few Judges who rushed out were directly electrocuted to the point of
nuisance, a tiny electric aura went in and out around them, the Yin energy origin of their bodies
kept collapsing, and their realm fell even faster, before they could get close enough to be caught

by this thunder? The ground is not only a good place to be, but also a good place to be. The mane
gave a serious injury!

The Thunder Spirit even took this opportunity to dodge into theWu Ge City range.

When those Judges saw this, they had no hope of chasing after them and could not

stop Lei Ling, one started to bite back, saying that Lei Ling was cheating and deliberately

targeting them.



Even Zi Yu herself spoke up, "Lin Hao, what you are doing is too out of order, isn't
it? My people were just trying to check if that Judge was still salvageable, and you guys went so

far as to directly strike and hurt someone, you must give a reasonable account of this matter!
Otherwise this matter will not end!"

Zi Yu wanted to curse, this punch from Lei Ling was not only extremely damaging,
it was also extremely insulting! Hearing Zi Yu's words, Lin Hao was about to burst out laughing.

"Big brother, can you find a more reasonable excuse? You're still going up to save
people, and you're still thinking about whether or not you've saved them when they're all cold, are
you fooling the devil?"

"No, you are not ghosts, you are really ruthless, you even fool yourselves! If you
lose, you lose. There are so many of you and you can't afford to lose? Can't you afford to play?
He was not planning to win, he just needed to make them angry, his aim was to make these people

break their defenses, once they got angry, they would be in disarray.

Besides, why not send Lin Ruoshi to fight? Apart from the fact that Lin Ruoshi's
current realm hadn't fully recovered, the main reason was that Lin Ruoshi had more important

things to do ah.

Zi Yu and the others were grimacing and frantic, what could they say?

Besides, they were the ones who were in the wrong, so there was nothing they
could do.



"Get lost! We're not so bad that we can't afford to lose, this round is counted as

our loss, next match, which one of you should fight?" Zi Yu said angrily, and he didn't bother to
let the Green Belt Magistrate fight, and directly let a Blue Belt Magistrate fight.

They had more than a hundred blue-belt Judges here, they could afford to

consume them, there were more than two dozen purple-belt Judges alone, he didn't believe it,
they couldn't consume them!

The Blue-belt Magistrate who had been called out actually had no confidence in

his heart either, counting up, he was an eighth grade middle Magistrate Dharma body, and could

exert the combat power of an eighth grade early stage, but he had heard that Lin Hao had

destroyed a deity with one sword.

It's really tough to fight him ......

"No, knowing that we are so powerful, you still send such a small minion on, who
are you looking down on?" Lin Hao looked at his opponent with disdain, his goal was to finish off
those Purple Belt Judges.

The Purple Belt Judges were indeed a bit tricky to deal with now, but they had to
be finished off, otherwise Lin Hao's subsequent plans would not be implemented well.

"Minion you~! He is just below the Purple Belt Judges in the Underworld, the best
of the many Judges, what, as soon as you come up here you want to fight us Purple Belt Judges
don't you?" Zi Yu was incomparably angry, how much do you despise people to dare shout so

blindly!



"Or what?" Lin Hao stretched his hands, "You're all younger brothers in my eyes!"

"Cut the crap and answer the battle, you answer the battle for me instead! You
want to win the contest with your mouth don't you?" Zi Yu shouted angrily.

He was anxious, he was anxious!

"How come he's even brought anxious eyes." Lin Hao was crying and laughing,
the most important thing in the cultivation path was to cultivate the heart, it seemed that they

hadn't cultivated their hearts very well either.

But no one else could bear it, being ignored by a guy whose realm was a lot lower

than his own, jumping up and down in front of his eyes, anyone else would have to be furious.

"Xiao Ling you continue on, don't play this time ah, play too long and then the

roast will get old." Lin Hao glanced at Lei Ling, he still didn't make a move, Lin Ruoshi was even
less likely to do so.

"Okay leh, don't worry, three punches and he doesn't die, count me out." Lei Ling
came onto the field as a silver arc of lightning and hooked his finger towards the opponent's Blue
Belt Judge with a provocative meaning.
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